SAFELY INSTALL WATER SAVING DEVICES
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Before using a shower or tap Flow Restrictor it’s important
to confirm that you have a Mains Pressure hot water
system. Do not use flow restrictors if you have a Low or
Unequal Pressure hot water cylinder. Back flow of restricted
water may damage your cylinder, and hot water flow rate
may become insufficient. The water saving products that are
safe to use with a Low Pressure system are the toilet Gizmo
and our shower timers.
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Most hot water cylinders will have a label stating whether it
provides Low or Mains pressure (see picture). If a label is not
visible here are some common features of each system that
you can look for to help you make an educated guess.
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MAINS Pressure

The shower temperature and/or pressure
changes when someone uses hot water
elsewhere in the house.

No change in shower temperature or pressure
when someone uses hot water elsewhere in
the house.
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The hot tap has less water pressure than
the cold tap.

The hot and the cold taps have the same water
pressure.
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You can completely stop the flow from the
hot water tap with your thumb.
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A metal overflow pipe sticks up from your
roof, and sometimes water comes out of it.

Instantaneous hot water with no storage, or
gas heated water system.
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HOW TO INSTALL AN AERATOR

FIXED TAP AERATOR $10.00
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If you have a Mains Pressure hot water system (see overleaf) you can safely install flow
restricting aerators onto your kitchen and bathroom mixer taps. These replace your tap’s
existing aerators and saves water by reducing the flow slightly.
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1.

Make sure you have MAINS pressure hot water. These flow restricting aerators should not
be installed on taps with low pressure hot water systems.
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2.

Remove the existitng fitting from the end of the spout (you may need an adjustable
spanner to do this). Remove any existing rubber washers.
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5.

Ensure that the screw-thread (either inside or outside the spout end) is clean and dry.
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Screw on the aerator, removing one of the rubber washers if required.
Turn the tap on full flow. If you have a leak at the join try some plumbers tape around
the thread.

WHERE TO BUY

Water saving devices can now be purchased from Ecomatters, 1-4
Olympic Place, New Lynn or at the shows we attend - check where
we will be next on our events page at www.ecomatters.org.nz/events
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